
Name BU Candidate Statement

Arnold  Allen III 732
Mr. Allen is a strong candidate for bargaining unit 732 because: 1) he is fair and equitable 2) he is knowledgeable about the call centers and the 

work entailed for both EW and ES 3) he is resourceful 4) he is politically aware and abreast of current political climate.

Arlene  Andrade 732

Fellow members, In my past 23 years in County service, I have seen many changes. Some good, some definitely not good. If you allow me the honor 

of representing you during this bargaining cycle, I pledge to do my best to improve our contracts, effect positive change in the workplace and attain 

the monetary compensations and benefits we truly work hard for and deserve! 

Jontuluanna Butler 732
I should be selected to serve on the local 721 bargaining committee because I represent the TAUES/ES all year long. I stand up for the issues that 

needs to be addressed. I fight for change!

Vickie Carletello 732 I have been on the bargaining team for last two negotiations. I want to represent DCFS revenue enhancement this next negotiations.

Ruby Dye 732
During my years as an employee of Los Angeles County I seen changes in how we are treated, how we are respected as an employee and changes 

in our work environment, some good and some far from good.  I have seen how our work has changed and the county's  response to it.
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Peter Effa 732 No Statement Received

Melinda  Harrison 732 Our job is not done. Support me to continue our Fight. DPSS E.S.'s in the house.

Karin Herrador 732
Ms. Herrador is a strong candidate for bargaining unit 732 because: -She is knowledgeable -She is resourceful  -She is politically abreast -She has the 

drive to make change in this upcoming bargaining.

Denisse Marquez 732

I want to represent my bargaining unit, 732, to assist in bringing to the table relevant issues that are applicable to all employees covered by our 

bargaining unit. I believe I can serve as a liaison between those individuals negotiating like SEIU Local 721, LA County HR and my fellow colleagues. I 

am driven and have the passion to improve working conditions for all and by extension improve and build on providing effective, efficient and 

caring services to the community that we serve. I believe that happy and satisfied employees lead to having happy and satisfied customers and 

helps empower both the staff and the community and public we serve.

Oly Moreno 732

My name is Oly Moreno. I am an Eligibility Supervisor in the San Gabriel Valley, Dist. #20. In the past, I was nominated to participate in bargaining 

with the EWs for four consecutive terms. I have gained the experience and much knowledge to continue in the coming battle--as we now face some 

tough times to come. This year, I am pursing to join the Big Leagues! Joining the Bargaining Team for ES, is imperative and much needed. I ask that 

you vote for me; as I will continue to fight this battle keeping all ES members in mind. Thank you...
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Olivia Ordaz 732
Ms. Ordaz is a strong candidate for bargaining unit 732 because: -She is knowledgeable -She sees the big picture -She understands the human 

aspect of the work we do - She has the passion to help

Felipe  Rodriguez 732

I am tired of sitting on the sidelines while others dictate our future. We are in need of fresh blood and new idea as an eligibility supervisor. I feel we 

are forgotten and disrespected as evident by our pay scale. I feel if elected to Local 721 bargaining committee I will fight and demand respect for 

our fellow members.


